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When love simmers between a reclusive scientist and a wealthy debutante, will they abandon ship or is
it full steam ahead?

Nicole Renard returns home to Galveston, Texas, to find her father deathly ill. Though she loves him,
Nicole's father has always focused on what she's not. Not male. Not married. Not able to run Renard
Shipping.

Vowing to find a suitable husband to give her father the heir he desires before it's too late, Nicole sets out
with the Renard family's greatest treasure as her dowry: the highly coveted Lafitte Dagger. But her father's
rivals come after the dagger, forcing a change in Nicole's plans.

After a boiler explosion aboard the Louisiana nearly took his life, Darius Thornton has been a man obsessed.
He will do anything to stop even one more steamship disaster. Even if it means letting a female secretary into
his secluded world.

Nicole is determined not to let her odd employer scare her off with his explosive experiments, yet when
respect and mutual attraction grow between them, a new fear arises. How can she acquire an heir for her
father when her heart belongs to another? And when her father's rivals discover her hiding place, will she
have to choose between that love and her family's legacy?

"Witemeyer's latest is full-steam-ahead good! Readers will appreciate the research the author has done to
give her story depth and give her characters added dimension. They will also enjoy the solid storyline,
mystery elements and humorous moments."  -RT Book Reviews
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From reader reviews:

Sarah Johnson:

The book Full Steam Ahead can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Exactly
why must we leave the good thing like a book Full Steam Ahead? Several of you have a different opinion
about guide. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer
with the book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you are able to
share all of these. Book Full Steam Ahead has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and large
function for you. You can search the enormous world by open and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

James Wendler:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their down time with
their family, or their particular friends. Usually they performing activity like watching television, likely to
beach, or picnic in the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to
something different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Might be reading a book may be option to
fill your free of charge time/ holiday. The first thing that you will ask may be what kinds of reserve that you
should read. If you want to try out look for book, may be the reserve untitled Full Steam Ahead can be
excellent book to read. May be it might be best activity to you.

Pedro Dillon:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always try to and must have the spare time or they will get lots of
stress from both everyday life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely sure. People is human not really a robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity do you have
when the spare time coming to you of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the actual book you have
read is actually Full Steam Ahead.

Andrew Spivey:

Publication is one of source of information. We can add our understanding from it. Not only for students but
additionally native or citizen have to have book to know the revise information of year to year. As we know
those publications have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to
around the world. Through the book Full Steam Ahead we can have more advantage. Don't you to be
creative people? To get creative person must prefer to read a book. Only choose the best book that
appropriate with your aim. Don't be doubt to change your life with that book Full Steam Ahead. You can
more pleasing than now.
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